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2008 Financial Overview

The Colorado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land Trust takes pride in our 14-year record of fiscal responsibility and organizational growth. In 2008, CCALT accepted conservation easements valued at $32,050,368 and accepted another $35,000,000 in transferred easements. CCALT was able to raise funding for $5,028,695 in easement purchases and landowners donated an astounding $27,021,673 in easement value. CCALT established the dedicated Conservation Easement Stewardship Fund to provide for the long-term monitoring and enforcement of our conservation easements. As of December 31, 2008 the fund balance was $1,443,680.
Dear Friends,

These uncertain times may seem to be an unusual time to be making significant investments, but that is exactly what the Colorado Cattlemen's Agricultural Land Trust (CCALT) is doing. We feel that now is the time to secure Colorado's agricultural future. Our conservation work with ranchers across Colorado is accomplishing that goal. In 2008, the Land Trust completed 43 conservation transactions which protected more than 50,000 acres!

As a non-profit organization, it is critical to be effective stewards of charitable donations and public conservation funding. CCALT prides itself on our fiscal conservatism and our return on investment. In 2008, CCALT protected conservation easements valued at more than $30 million on an operating budget of $500,000. **This represents a return of more than $60 in conservation for every dollar invested by our supporters.** To look at it another way, CCALT is able to protect land at the cost of $10 an acre!

However, it is not just enough to efficiently protect land. A ranch is not a ranch without a rancher to work there and an agricultural community to support it. We look for those opportunities where we can do more than just protect land, but also those places where a family can use conservation to pass the ranch to the next generation - or where a group of neighbors can protect an entire working agricultural landscape.

One place where CCALT is accomplishing this goal is the Saguache Creek Corridor in the San Luis Valley. Last year we completed a multi-year Great Outdoors Colorado Legacy Grant in Saguache. Fifteen conservation easements now protect much of the private ranch land in the valley - 11,000 acres stretching 20 miles west from the Town of Saguache. Another place where we hope to have a similar effect is North Park, a spectacular working ranch landscape. In 2008, CCALT purchased conservation easements from two traditional ranching families. We have several new projects in North Park for 2009 and we expect to be working there for many years.

**Finally, CCALT received a major national recognition when we were accredited by the Land Trust Alliance in February 2009.** This capped a year-long effort that demonstrates that CCALT adheres to the highest standards in the conservation community.

As we look forward, there will certainly be challenges, but we are seeing many exciting new projects across Colorado from the shortgrass prairies of Weld County and southeast Colorado, to the hay meadows of Routt County and the San Juans. Our success is not possible without two key groups; the landowners who are committed to ensuring an agricultural future for Colorado and our financial supporters, who make our work happen! Thanks again, and we look forward to another banner year in 2009!

William E.L. Fales
Board President

Chris West
Executive Director
Successes and Highlights

CCALT had another record-setting year for land conservation in 2008, protecting more than 50,000 acres in 43 total transactions. More important than the numbers is the positive impact our work is having in protecting rural communities, our ranching heritage and the spectacular working landscapes for which Colorado is known.

We would like to thank every landowner who has protected their lands through CCALT.

Routt County
A local commitment to ranching

In recent years, CCALT has become more active in Routt County, a place which typifies much of Colorado’s spectacular scenery, resort communities and a history of agriculture. What sets Routt County apart is the commitment to keep ranching as part of the community. Residents tax themselves to provide funding for an innovative Purchase of Development Rights Program which has protected more than 20,000 acres since 1997. CCALT is partnering with the PDR Program to protect several multi-generational ranches across the county. We look forward to a strong partnership for years to come.

North Park
Ranchers initiate conservation legacy

The ranching community in North Park is beginning to use conservation easements as a way to protect this relatively untouched landscape. CCALT sees this valley as a rare opportunity for agriculture and conservation because it is largely owned by traditional ranch families.

In 2008, CCALT protected five ranches in North Park including the Holsinger family’s Iva Mae Ranch, which gained the financial support of several groups to become a reality. The Iva Mae Ranch lies just outside of Walden on the Michigan River and was CCALT’s first conservation easement purchase in the area. Coyte Ranch, featured on the cover of this report is another impressive conservation project in the area.

Accreditation
CCALT awarded national accreditation status

CCALT is pleased to announce that we have been awarded accredited status by the Land Trust Accreditation Commission, an independent program of the Land Trust Alliance. The accreditation seal recognizes land trusts that meet national standards for excellence, uphold the public trust and ensure that conservation efforts are permanent. CCALT’s accredited status demonstrates our commitment to the conservation of Colorado’s ranches and farms. CCALT is proud to display the accreditation seal. It is an honor to be one of the few accredited land trusts in the nation.
2008 Donors

The Colorado Cattlemen's Agricultural Land Trust would like to express our sincere thanks to those individuals, businesses, and organizations that have partnered in CCALT's unique vision. We particularly want to thank the 43 landowners who contributed easements in 2008.

Colorado Pioneer $10,000 +
Susan Anschutz-Rogers
Donny and Joy Swanson & the Wayne Swanson Charitable Fund

Rancher $5,000 - $9,999
Allan Beezley
Penny Lewis
Dave and Kay Meyring

Homesteader $2,500 - $4,999
Miles and Jeanne Davies
Bill Fales and Mary Perry
Bob and Kathryn Roark
Randy and Clarity Rusk
Western Land Group

Team Roper $1,000 - $2,499
Roberts and Martha Barnhardt
Tim and Pati Casey
Carol Craig
Michael and Tana Dowling
Ben and Laurie Duke
Earthwork Conservation Planning Jay and Gail Fechter
Pat and Carla Grant
Tory and Connie Hass
Scott and Susan Hoffner
Holy Cross Cattlemen's Association
Larry and Nancy Kuenzer
Bill and Rita Larson
Lanny and Sharon Martin
Butch and Maritine Peede
Koger Prospa
Don and Marie Robotham
Brian and Debby Ross
Bill and Joanne Sinclair
Bob Stapleton
Tom and Kris Stoever

The Thomas & Beatrice Taplin Fund
Tim and Charlotte Travis
Ed and Charli Trousl
Jack and Cathy Vickers
Ann Weckbaugh
Jerry and Sonja Wenger
Mac and Jean West
Mary Zeller

Range Rider $500 - $999
Bob and Carol Allison
Joan and Walter Austin
Louis and Pamela Bambach
Tom and Cathy Berg
Jim and John Bohat
Tom and Margaret Brabury, Sr.
Mike Brasham and Betsy Seale
Carriyn and Carol Brown
Conservation Resource Center
Ann Crannond and Larry Arbutnough
Peter and Deedee Decker
Maud Duke
Gouger Franzman & Hooke, LLC
Ces Grant
Nowell and Judy Grant
Mike Hall
Peter and Marne Kellogg
Rick and Heather Knight
Jim and Tinka Kurtz
Nelson and Neo Cee Lane
Randy and Lisa Lewis
Katherine Loo
Paul McCaw
in honor of Merle McCaw
Pat and Tricia McCasland

Dave and Rita Peterson
Nancy Perry
Tom and Celia Reed
Bill and Ann Robotham
Michael Rosenberg
in memory of Daniel P. Rosenberg
Evan Slack
Carl and Karen Spina
Roy Wardell
in honor of J.J. (Jerry) Wardell
Chris and Kyle West
Sharon Wilkinson
John Wright and Sandy Elliott
Wrangler $1 - $499
Anonymous (3)
Anonymous (1)
in honor of Anita & Edward Sabatini
Dale Alle
Davie and Ginny Ammons
Gilbert and Steph Anderson
Ray Anderson
Dave Armstrong and Susan Jessup
Russell and Diane Atwood
Herb and Laura May Bacon
Rolfin and Patty Barnard
Alan Barton
Dan Beaton
Brad and Melinda Beck
Ruth Becker
Marvin and Eunice Beoman
Matt and Christy Belbon
Bill and Kris Benelder
Richard and Suzanne Benston
Pat and Tille Bishop
Gordon and Beverly Black
Peter Blair
Blue Mountain
Environmental Consulting
Steve and Jane Bond
Roberts Boswell
Art and Bapa Bosworth
Rick and Lucie Bourdon
Diana Bradon
Emy Brawley
BEN Brutall
Steven and Catherine Brooks
Reaves and Penny Brown
Tim and Elizabeth Brown
Timothy and Jennifer Burns
Jennifer Callender
Brown and Mardi Cannon
Sue Cannon
Doug and Adele Carlson
Alan Carpenter
Edward Carpenter
Joe and Tina Cary
Gary and Marianne Cerianni
John Cheney
David Christiansen
Bunnie Clark
John Close
Ted and Ann Close
Gary Cogswell
Jim and Frances Coleman
Polly Coleman
Tom and Kristy Collins
Edward and Hope Conners
in honor of Bill and Jeanne Sinclair
Marvin Conrad
Conservation Solutions
Management Co.

Vince and Kathy Cook
Dick and Barbara Crow
Cameron Cummings
Sharon Cummings
Gigi Darricades and Mike Gibson
Tom and Jane Davis
Rio de la Vela
Kay DeLine
Joanne Diemer
Robert and Joan Donner
Daryl and Barb Dowdy
Steve and Pinky Downs
Dean and Tracy Dowson
Martin and Jane Dumler
George and Sonja Ed
in memory of Bill Snitul
John and Melissa Eloit
Tawnya Ernst
Craig and Mary Ewing
Robert Farmann
Ernie Fazekas
David and Lois Ferguson
Jack and Leslie Ferguson
John Feather
John Fielder
Flora Fieldman
Johnny and Joan Fisher
George Fosha
Buck and Marie Fredericksen
Jonathan Friedmann & Deborah Lieberman
Jay Frost
Caleb and Sidney Gates
Les and Jeanne Gabin
Greg Good
Tom Gougeon and Donna Middlebrooks
Cindy Greer
Kevin Greiman
Bob and Katry Grether
Larry Guss and Jackie Grimaldi
Burt and Sandy Guarriello
Gina Guy
Ann Hanna
Craig Harrison
Cecil Hart
Dale and Jane Hart
Bill and Sally Harvey
Larry Harvey
Chuck Hathaway
Robert and Sue Haynie
Lea and Carole Hayward
Paul Heffron
Harley and Lorraine Higbie
Keith and Debbie Holusger
Holusger Law, LLC
Andy and Carla Hilest
Peter and Helen Hondius
Ariane and Sharon Hoogenoudern
George and Ruth Hopfenbeck
Miriam Horn
Ben and Shylor Houston
Mark Howe
Buck and Janie Hutchison
Carrie and Louise Jackson
Phil and Susan James
Jessica Jay
Chris Jensen
Jim and Laura Johnson
Mark and Natalie Johnson
Scott and Jean Johnson
Greta Jones
Jim and Amie Kelley
Arthur Kelton
Steve and Donna Kettert
Thomas King
Hugh and Uling Kengery
Charlie and Helen Kirk
Ray Kogovscek
Burt and Barb Kross
David Kuetzer & Dawn Kraul-Kuetzer
Frank and Monry Kugler
Bill and Alma Kurtz
Charlie and Jennie Kurtz
in honor of the Peter Kurtz Family
 Herb and Deb Lames
 Dale and Janine Laster
 Richard and Jane Lott
 Tommy Latouesek & Eva Malanowski
 Jack and Cheryl Lea
 John and Dona Levar
 Harry Lewis, Jr.
in honor of Penny Lewis
Fred Lombardi
Andy and Virginia Love
John and Susanant Lush
Fran Mackenzie
Tom and Sydney Macy
George Maenz and Tass Kelso
Steve and Pam Marsh
Mike and Erika Maxwell
David May
Kevin McCarty
Jack and Lois McCormick
Bill McKee
Jim McLaugh
Mike and Cathy McNeil
Brian and Jennifer McPeak
Eara Mitchell
Ken Mer
Monaghan Farms
Larry and Mary Kay Monger
Stella Montoya
Davis and Sue Moore
Gene and June Moore
Mitch and Margaret Murrissey
William and Margaret Morton
in honor of Kent Rickenbaugh
C.J. and Nancy Mushlow
Phil and Elaine Mueller
Roger Mullarkey
Mark and Sally Murray
Nathan Nash
John and Lisa Nelson
Rich and Pam Nicholas
Will and Shirley Nicholson, Jr.
Harvey Nyberg
Kent and Ruth Obee
Thomas O'Donnell
Jack and Alia Orr
Lyman Orton
Hugh and Angela Overly
Thomas and Laurene Owen
in honor of Kent Rickenbaugh
Jill Otzsari
Liz Paris
Bob and Bunney Patterson
Morgan Paul
Greg Peterson and Kathleen Curray
Harry and Mae Peterson
Dan and Shelle Morton
Cliff Pull, Jr.
Randy Prince
Michelle Pugliese
Christine Quinlan
Ken Ransford
Rip and Susan Reid
Ian Raymonds
Fritz Rauh
Elizabeth Richardson
Gordon and Sally Rippy
Ken and Judy Ruskind
Doug Robotham
Sarah Robotham and Ira Kaplan
Peter and Midge Rssovci
Steve Rosio
Susan Rosenbery
in honor of Elie R. Donohue
Jim and Barry Ross
Dick Roth
Loe Roaklis
Harvey yone Anus Russ
Frogden Ray
Robert and Dorothy Rynard
Sand Mountain Company
Jackie Sanderson
Kendall Sand
Pater Sartucci
Annwinn Sather
Gary and Sharon Schafer
Alysia Schneider
George and Sarah Seidel
Buz and Judy Sellers
Kay Sellers
Bill and Lindsay Serrell
Will and Eric Shroth
Tom and Sandy Sharp
Mike and Ginny Shaw
Russ Shay
Wade Shelton and Lisa Harris
Karlk Shive
Bill and Deborah Silbester
Paul and Noeren Silvon
Doug Smith
Paul and Marcy Snyder
Phil Sotal
Dan and Linda Souders
James Spitzley
Toby Sprunk
Katie Stapleton
Carl Steindam and Kathryn Cline
Mike and Kie Strong
Anlie Sulak and Dave Bombard
Jim and Donna Sullivan
Earl Sutherland
Lynn and Virginia Sutherland
Tom and Jean Sutherland
Erik and Amy Swanodon
Ted and Cherry Swanodon
Tom Swanodon
David Swezy
Jim and Cindy Tanner
John Taylor
Tony and Betty Taylor
Walt Taylor
in honor of Kent Rickenbaugh
Philip Teeter and Ann Sjoberg
Alexander and Dorothy Thompson, Jr.
Bill Trimpe
Bene and Roz Taylor
in honor of Bill and Joanne Sinclair
John Tschirky
in honor of the Sanquache Creek Cammier

Tom and Roz Turnbull
Senator Mark Udall & Maggie Fox
Alison and Keith Ulmer
Morris and Verna Verwers
Lawlor Vokem
George and Nancy Wallace
Paula Ward
Robert Warner
Chuck and Emma Warren
Ted and Mary Washburne
Doki and PJ Weiskam
John Werner
Gordon and Lola Westdal
Mark Westom and Laura Kornick
Allan White and Jane McLeod
Matthew and Julia Wills
Tom and Annie Wohlenger
Donald Woods
Jim and Ann Young
in honor of Joanne Sinclair
Jerry and Karen Zink

Foundation and Government Partners
Aspen Business Center Foundation
Colorado Health Foundation
Colorado Conservation Trust
Colorado Division of Wildlife Conservation Resource Center
El Pomar Foundation
Entelco Foundation
Gannett Foundation
Great Outdoors Colorado
Great Northern Tavern Foundation
Hewlett Foundation
Land Trust of the Upper Arkansas
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
USDAA - Natural Resource Conservation Service
Rocky Mountain Bighorn Society
Rouc County PDR
Sand County Foundation
San Miguel County
Saguache County Commissioners
Tax Credit Connection
Teller-Park Conservation District
The Nature Conservancy

In Kind Donations
Sue Anschutz-Rogers
Alpine Floral
Ark Anglers Outfitters
Allan Beasley
Canon City Walk In
Miles and Joanne Davies
Roger and Diane Evans
Juy and Gael Fechter
John Fielder
Newell and Judy Grant
Bill Henry
Deborah Hood
Heather Knight - TNC
Charlie and Jennie Kurtz
Penny Lewis
Leon Loughridge
C.J. and Nancy Mucklow
Perry Family Partnership
Nancy Ragsdale
Rout County Woolens
Randy and Clarity Rusk
Karmel Timmons
Ed Troux

Please accept our sincere apologies for any unintentional mistakes or names that have been omitted.

We have listed only donations that were received in our office by 12/31/2008. Any year-end donations that arrived in January will be listed in our 2009 report.